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A. cArAceni

The search for the ultimate Italian suit ends at A. Caraceni.
by wei koh photography munster

T

he four syllables of the caraceni name are the most
revered sonic tones in the mythology of italian tailoring
culture. The family hails from the Abruzzi region of
central italy where Tommasso caraceni raised his sons in
the mystical arts of tailoring. By the turn of the century, the
three caraceni brothers had set their eyes on the throbbing
cosmopolitan metropolis of pre-WWi rome. There Domenico,
Galliano and Augusto set up shop in 1913 and soon established a
reputation as unparalleled artists of the shears, rendering from
cloth and linen sartorial sculptures of such fluid beauty that they
were soon the most sought-after tailors in the city.
Their unique ability was the preservation of their artisan
craft while simultaneously soaking up the heady influences of
roman culture. According to lore, so skilled was Domenico that
he would dismiss new clients without measuring them. When
asked about this apparent oversight, his response was, “i’ve
seen you.”
Domenico’s early career was cut short when he was seconded
to the army at the outbreak of WWi. He returned from the
war effectively blind, and it was only a risky experimental eye
surgery that allowed him to regain his sight. Throughout the
roaring Twenties, characterised by its hedonistic pursuit of
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aesthetics, the caraceni firm boomed, becoming the requisite
destination of any philosopher, industrialist, film star or
socialite of substance.
in the 1930s, Augusto decamped to the city of Light and was
soon beckoning the most discerning luminaries to his atelier
with the siren call of garments of unsurpassed beauty.
in 1940, France and italy found themselves on opposing
sides of WWii and Augusto was forced to return to his
homeland. Tragedy struck that year when Domenico passed
away, leaving his brother Galliano to continue the caraceni
business in rome. it should be noted that Galliano was
considered to be an enormous talent as well and had cut some
of the most famous suits ever made by the firm, including a great
number for Gianni Agnelli. His sons Tommy and Giulio are the
ones who run the rome branch of caraceni today, continuing
their father’s métier with considerable aplomb.
instead of rome, Augusto caraceni settled in Milan and
set up A. caraceni on 16 Via Fatebenefratelli in 1949, soon
garnering phenomenal success. His son Mario would become
the city’s most legendary tailor. Among his many awards were the
‘Premio S. Omobono’, the gold medal of the ‘Unione Milanese
Sarti’ and the ‘Gran Premio vita di Sarto’ of the Accademia

Founded in Milan in 1949 by Augusto Caraceni, A. Caraceni was run by
Mario Caraceni (centre) from 1972 to 1998 until he passed the reins to his
son-in-law Carlo Andreacchio (left). Today, Carlo runs the family firm with his
son (Augusto’s great-grandson) Massimiliano Andreacchio Caraceni (right).
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The style of their suits is structuralism in extreme, with a profound
empowering and slimming effect, a narrow chest and an imperious
shoulder, yet benefiting from wonderfully soft construction, providing
them with comfort nonpareil.
Nazionale dei Sartori (national Academy of Tailors) in rome.
Together, the caraceni family has clothed some of the most
legendary men in the world including the Agnelli brothers Gianni
and Umberto, Tyrone Power, Prince rainier iii of Monaco,
Aristotle Onassis and Humphrey Bogart, and they continue to
clothe legendary rakes the likes of Valentino Garavani, Diego
Della Valle, Luca di Montezemolo and Lapo elkann.
Mario caraceni ran the family firm A. caraceni from 1972
until 1998 when he passed its reins to his son-in-law. The firm
is run today by carlo Andreacchio and his son (Augusto’s greatgrandson) Massimiliano Andreacchio caraceni, two of the most
spectacularly talented tailors on earth. The style of their suits
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Massimiliano Andreacchio
Caraceni (above left), his
grandfather Mario Caraceni
(above centre), and father
Carlo Andreacchio (above
right): three generations of
Italian tailoring royalty. At left
we see Carlo Andreacchio
slicing the padding material
that gives A. Caraceni suits
their powerfully structured,
athletic shoulder line.

is structuralism in extreme, with a profound empowering and
slimming effect, a narrow chest and an imperious shoulder, yet
benefiting from wonderfully soft construction, providing them
with comfort nonpareil. Visually, A. caraceni’s rapier-sharp
Milanese suits are a world apart from neapolitan offerings that
espouse a joyous if somewhat eccentric sense of shabby chic.
even compared to Tommy and Giulio caraceni in rome, the
A. caraceni suit demonstrates marked differences.
in a roman caraceni suit, you look nonchalant and at ease
in nicely styled, decidedly comfortable-looking clothes. in an
A. caraceni, you look like a boulevard-cruising, heat-seeking
missile. So resplendent are you that should you cross paths with
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The Via Fatebenefratelli atelier of A. Caraceni has been home to this storied tailor since
1949, when Augusto Caraceni — who had been working in Paris prior to the onset of
World War II — set up shop in Milan, soon enjoying enormous success and giving birth
to a legacy that his descendants would foster throughout the ensuing six decades.

If an A. Caraceni suit was a person,
it would look like Errol Flynn and
talk like Sean Connery, tutting
endearing admonishments at the
various women handing their
underpants over and offering
to buy it drinks.
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a puddle, you may find a society demoiselle laying her mink, if not
her very form, across it in reverse deference to your absolute
swashbuckling awesomeness. if an A. caraceni suit was a
person, it would look like errol Flynn and talk like Sean connery,
tutting endearing admonishments at the various women handing
their underpants over and offering to buy it drinks.
Absolutely exquisite details abound, include handconstructed shoulder pads made by hand-placed layers
of wadding positioned with the dexterity and patience of a
Japanese swordsmith refolding the steel of a battle katana.
Buttonholes are probably — with the exception of my own tailor
camps de Luca — the finest i have ever seen. They are done in
the iconic Milanese style in which ultrafine thread is looped
around a gimp with such fanatically small steps that you really
need a jeweller’s loupe to appreciate the level of detail. The
stampeding cavalcade of sartorial riches continues with details
like two-piece collars and neat ‘cugno martello’ darts beneath
the lapel to create a better-shaped chest.
Should you be in search of the ultimate italian suit, a unique
fusion of superhero empowering sartorial armour characterised
by veritably lascivious levels of comfort, you need look no
further than A. caraceni. The only hurdle to membership is the
considerable waiting list to have a suit made by them, though the
resulting exercise in patience abounds with considerable riches
at journey’s end.
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